SDMC Meeting Minutes
January 29, 2020

Roll Call (signatures)

Approve agenda for scheduled SDMC meeting

Specific agenda items:

➢ Technology: With the amount of technology our campus has we have faced several obstacles this year from wireless access to updates on iPads. All of this led to discussing with grade level teams solutions for right now and what should we be planning for the future.
We moved to a decentralized network with higher speeds and more traffic. This has been completely reliable with PCs but our iPads have been having several issues communicating with our JAMF (iPad system) and the network.
On campus we have 514 iPads and 368 of them are out of date and have security issues that the district won’t honor after a certain amount of years.
We have over 100 laptops.
Vision: Multiple devices per classroom with access for differentiation and texting; interment redundancy and devices to be supported for the longest amount of time.
We are voting today on technology to be consistent across the campus: laptops ($562 3 year warranty), Chromebook ($356 3 year warranty and next business day warranty) or iPads ($399 with $79 3 year warranty). The laptops were voted to be the most feasible.

➢ Upcoming Events
2/7 7:30 Coffee with the Principal (Middle School Transitions)
100th Day of School
2/14 Valentine’s Day/Early Dismissal
2/20 7:30 PTA Association Meeting
2/28 Go Texan Day

➢ Additional Concerns/Comments
Stream lining LT posts. Finding a way that all different stakeholders can post on one day (ancillary, homeroom, PTA, office, etc.).